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Making their debut are two ‘dual-stereo’ processors
designed by Alesis with proper ‘hands on’ control
in mind. These units do look quite flash, with an

air of  ‘plug-in turned hardware’ about them. In fact, that
assumption is truer than mere cosmetics. Both devices
are in fact DSP processors with analogue control. Very
clever of  Alesis... it’s taken its proprietary (and relatively
inexpensive) DSP chips and added an analogue front end
– basically a plug-in in a box.

PEQ-450 (Parametric EQ) – is a 2U-high rackmount
box, weighing only 2.3kg, and sports I/O on balanced
TRS jacks. There’s a pushbutton that selects between +4
and -10 level standards and a typical IEC mains connec-
tion that will accept any world standard voltage. Build

quality is the usual Alesis regime – sturdy enough to last if
it’s in a rack. Performance specs are quite respectable
with a signal to noise ratio of  103dB and a frequency
response of  22Hz through to 22kHz with 0.5dB variation
– quite flat in other words. Each side of  the PEQ houses
five bands of  parametric EQ. Each EQ covers an identical
range of  20Hz through to 20kHz according to the panel’s
printing. Up to 18dB of  cut and boost is available for each
EQ band with centre detents for zero cut and gain.
Bandwidth is adjustable of  course. Each band can also be
switched into high or low shelving mode by turning the
bandwidth control completely clockwise for high and
counter clockwise for low. Bands one and five can also be
switched to behave as high- and low-pass filters. Inciden-
tally, all the pushbuttons sport LEDs when activated.
Bypass is red, HPF and LPF are green and the obligatory
blue LED for the power button. One final pushbutton will
link the two EQs so you can employ up to 10 EQ bands
across a stereo signal. Not bad for supersonic surgery.

In use, I think the PEQ is a reasonable-sounding EQ,
albeit a digital one. I’d never recommend it as a
sweetener, but I would commend the PEQ to you as an
all-round, versatile set of  filters capable of  notching out

the finest of  frequency bands. Being a DSP unit and con-
sidering the market, I’m surprised not to see at least a
digital output but then, of  course, the cost goes up. Addi-
tionally, I would like to have seen individual EQ band
bypass switches.

CLX-440 (Compressor) – Far more impressive to my
ears is the CLX-440 dual stereo compressor. Sonic speci-
fications are identical to the PEQ in terms of  its dynamic
and frequency ranges. In addition to the standard I/Os
are side-chain connections and direct out jacks – very
handy for routing compressed and unprocessed signals.
The two identical dynamics processors offer all the
controls you would expect on a compressor. These
include input and output gain as well as a limiter function.

The Variable Knee and Detection
controls are particularly nice. ‘Detect’
will vary the compressor’s detection
between peak and average input
levels. Combined with the variable
knee it allows the emulation of  many
styles of  compressor. The expander is
useful as a thoroughly adjustable gate
– taming noisy guitars and building
complex reverb gates is simplicity
itself. Giving away the DSP workings
is the 2ms ‘look-ahead’ function
(something obviously impossible in
the analogue realm) – especially
useful when limiting and compressing
stereo mixes. The CLX sounds great

for the price – clean yet when combined with the broad
array of  controls, allows some very respectable dynamic
processor emulations.

The DSP/analogue control philosophy of  these units
translates into quite a lot of  bang for your dollar. Sure,
many old-school tweakers will baulk at the CLX and
PEQ’s metering – the highest level shown on any of  these
units LED bar meters is of  course 0dB fs. In practice,
however, it makes sense, especially for engineers used to
working within the digital realm. For anyone buying their
first ‘real’ (read ‘hardware’) processors I’d thoroughly
vouch for these units. My only grievance is the lack of
digital I/O but we all know what that’s down to – price,
and at this price you really can’t complain.

                                                                        
Manufacturer Info
• Alesis
Web: www.alesis.com
See our Contact Directory for local contact details          

Price Guide
• US$399 each

Alesis CLX-440 & PEQ-450
Alesis combines digital processing with analogue control. Brad Watts plugs in.
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